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... :: .; i by . 
*Martin Sanders 

Introduction 

The appraisal of investment projects may wall be regarded as 
the most crucial part of a planning procedure.. This paper deals 
with one of the techniques proposed for the appraisal of invest-
ment projects, the semi-input-output method, which in 
one of the most promising approaches to the problem o 

N 

appraisal. In order to understand the nature of the problem we 
should make clear from the outset that the problem can be divided 
into two separate questions. 

The first question is the determination of the criteria for 
evaluation. This is in principle an exercise in cost-benefit 
analysis. Cost elements are all scarce factors. In the case of 
Pakistan this would include capital, foreign exchange and skilled 
labour. The benefits to be taken into account can be derived 
from the targets set by the Planning Commission in the formulation 
of the Third Five Year Plan p. 39_/. 

The second question to be tackled is the determination of 
the impact of a project, It is here that semi-input-output comes 

• •••".' "' • ' ' ' .L-.i.i' " .'•:... L.;* 

in the picture. The first question is completely separated from 
the second. Therefore, we can illustrate the technique of the 
semi-input-output method with whatever criterion we choose. In 
what follows we will use the capital-coefficient as the criter-
ion to be used. This is done, not because we are of the opinion 
* The author is research advisor at the Pakistan Institute of 
Development Economics. He wishes to express his indebtedness to 
Prof. Nurul Islam, and the staff of the Pakistan Institute of 
Development Economics for their comments on an earlier draft of 
this paper Also.-he .wishes., to thank Prof. Jan Tinborgen of the 
Netherlands Economic Institute for the very stimulating discus- ' 
sion we-had about the subject. Mr, F.H. Shamsi provided computa-
tional assistance. The author, however, remains fully responsible 
for any remaining errors and for the points of view expressed. 
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that capital is the' only scarce factor and the increase of G.N. 
P. the only target, but in order to be able to concentrate fully 
on the technique of the semi-input-output method. 

1/ 
I. The Semi-input-output method 

As stated in the introduction we shall assume that capital 
is the only scarce factor of production, although this is in dis-
agreement with reality. The only reason for doing so is to 
facilitate the description of the method. This is permissible in 
this case since the use of the semi-input-output method is not de-
pendent on the criteria to be applied, as was explained in the in-
troduction. Assuming that capital is the only scarce factor, im-
plies that preference should be given to those industries whose 
capital-coefficients on the basis of value added are low. However, 
due to the interdependence of the economy, as shown in input-output-
tables > the direct capital-coefficient is not a sufficient basis 
for the. appraisal of investment projects, as we also have to take 
into account the necessary increases of production in other 
sectors of the economy. 

The crucial question is what part of the indirect effects 
is inevitable. Th,e main purpose of the semi-input-output method 
is to find the answer to this crucial point- Many authors, espe-
cially those familiar with input-output analysis, assume that an 
increase of production in-.one sector necessarily leads to produc-
tion increases in all other sectors of the economy. Therefore, 
in their opinion the relevant capital-coefficient is the weighted 
average capital-coefficient for all sectors, the weights being 
the increases-in value added per sector. This way of reasoning- is..... 
perfectly .acceptable as far as it goes. However, it does not go 
very far. This system is only acceptable in the case of a closed 
1/ This section draws heavily on Tinbergen't- ideas, which can 
be found in a number of articles -and unpublished papers, e.g. 
L 7, 8, 3_y. - - ' ~ 
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economy. As soon as we allow for imports and exports we have the 
choice between domestic production and imports. 

Since almost all countries take part in international trade 
it does not make-sense to assume that an increase of production 
in one sector necessitates an increase of production in all other 
sectors of the economy. In order to find out which production in-
creases are really inevitable we should distinguish between the 
so-called "national" industries and the so-called "international" 
industries. National industries are defined as those industries 
whose products cannot be transported internationally due to phy-̂ ---• 
sical difficulties. Examples of such industries are construction, 
inland transport and most of the service industries. The criterion 
is not water-tight. Electric-energy for instance is for most 
countries a national industry, but for small countries, like 
Luxembourg, it may well be an international industry. For all 
practical cases, however, it is not difficult to distinguish bet-
ween national and international sectors in a particular-country*— •--"•-

An increase of production in one sector does not necessarily 
involve the increase of production in the other international 
sectors, as the input requirements of international sectors can 
be met from imports. "National" products however have, by defi-' 
nition, to be produced domestically. Therefore, the inter-
industry deliveries from the national sectors' should be taken 
into account.. 

"In other words, the problem to be solved is to find the ad-
ditional capacity needed in the "national"' industries for a given 
increase in one of the "international" industries. 

As an example let us assume that there are 20 sectors, of 
which sectois 1-15 are international and 16-20 are national in-
dustries. We indicate the increases in production in comparison 
to some initial situation by v, the increases in final demand by 
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As we have five unknowns and five equations we can solve the equa-
tions for vis — , V2q. For th^ir solution only a portion of thei;-
matrix of technical coefficients is needed, which means that the 
solution is considerably simpler than the solution of the tradition-
al input-output model. 

The income equations enable us to find the income created in 
the national industries. We now can calculate the total capital 
coefficient: 

Rj. = i-i yi •+ r 1 6 yls +•'- - - -rr2o y20 

Vl * + ^20 
in which 

Rt = the total capital coefficient, 
r = direct capital coefficient. The indexes refer to 

a;: c •:.. sectors.—• • - •• ' ' 

As an illustration of the semi-input-output method an exer-
cise was made with Pakistani-data. It should be stressed that what 
follows is just an illustration. No conclusions should be drawn 
from the results as the data concerning input-output relations 
are not particularly fitted for the application of semi-input-out-
put. Moreover, as not enough data concerning capital coefficients 
for the Pakistani economy were available the author had to rely 

y 
partly upon estimates for India. Therefore, these coefficients may 
not be relevant to the Pakistani economy. 

The input-output table used is a modified version of the 
table given in /~5z7» T h i s modified table is reproduced in Table 
I. Table II gives the matrix of-technical coefficients. The di-
rect capital coefficients are given in Table III. 

Only sectors 19 and .20 are national industries; Looking at 

1/ In an appendix to this.paper we shall mention the qualifications 
which make the input-output table and.. the--capital_coef.f icient.s 
suited for the application of the semi-input-output method. 
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This same exercise is then repeated for all international sectors. 
The total capital coefficients obtained are given in Table IV. 

It will be noted that in most sectors the total coefficients 
are higher than the direct coefficients. In two sectors, however, 
they are lower. This illustrates that, the total capital coeffi-
cient can be either higher or. lower than the direct coefficient. 

Table V gives the ranking of direct as well as total capital 
coefficients, which gives a clear picture of the changes in at-
tractiveness of sectors after taking the necessary increases of 
production in the national sectors into account. •• 

II. The use of semi-input-output for planning purposes 

So far, the semi-input-output method has been proposed only 
for the evaluation of investment projects. The method can in our 
opinion also be used in the process of drawing up a development 
plan. An example of this will be given in this saction. 

As a rule the drawing up of a development plan starts with 
a simple aggregate model. In its simplest version there is only 
one target: an increase of national income by a certain amount 
and only one instrument namely investment. The necessary amount 
of investment can be found by multiplying the planned increase 
of national income by the over-all capital coefficient. This ne-
cessary volume of investments should be equal to the estimated 
availability of funds for investment purposes. If this is not the 
case we have to revise the income target. This stage of planning 
we call the macro stage. 

The next stage in the planning procedure is the sector-stage. 
It is at this moment that the semi-input-output method comes into 
the picture. What we have to do is to divide the investment funds 
in an optimal way over the sectors of the economy. 



. Alt this stage the following data should be available: 

1. the input-output relations 
2. sectoral capital coefficients 
3.. sectoral income elasticities of consumption 
4. for each sector the necessary investment to be 
. produced in national sectors (e.g. construction) 
per unit of output 

5. the maximum volume of production per sector (to 
be absorbed domestically or abroad) 

The planning procedure involved can be illustrated by the fo-
llowing example, using a 20 sector input-output table. Let us assume 
that the sectors . 1-15 are ''international" sectorsthat the. sec-
tors 15-19 are "national" sectors producing both intermediate and 
consumption goods and that sector 20 is a "national' sector pro-
ducing investment goods only (construction). Let us further assume 
that the "international" sectors 14 and 15 produce investment goods 
only. Defining: 

y as the increase in national income 
yi as the increase of income in sector i 
v^ as the increase of production volume in sector i 
ci as the increase of consumption of goods produced 

in sector i 

Ji as the amount of capital goods originating from 
sector i which is necessary to sustain the in-
crease of production 

-1 ' . 
Jj_ as the amount of capital goods originating from 

sector i in the preceding period 
ji as the increase of supply of capital goods 

originating in sector-i 
f± as the increase of supply for final use of commodity i j . ; 1 1 
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V19' = °19. y + a19,16 v16 + a19ji7 v17 + a19,18 v18 + a-19,19 vi9 

As we have 4 equations with 4 unknowns we can solve for 
vlg —v^g. With the aid of equations B we can find the income 
created in sectors 16, 19. Multiplying these income increases 
with the capital coefficients we get the total investments ne-
cessary to realize c^g up to clg. The national sector 20 
need not be taken into consideration at this stage. This sector 
only produces investment goods. Therefore, it is not at all certain 
that its capacity should be increased. This we only can find out at 
a later stage. Once we know that this sector should increase its 
capacity we,of course, should take this into account as well. 

The next step is to increase the production of that inter-
national sector which has the highest rank (or the lowest total 
capital coefficient). Let this be sector J-. We know that the maxi-

20 

mum value of v7 = t-j + j ^ a7 • j Vj. The f7 does not cause diffi-
culties as its value, is determined by equations E. The interindustry 
deliveries however, are more difficult to deal with. As we do not 
know as yet by how much production will be increased in sectors j 20 
we cannot determine the value of j s an • v-;. Therefore, we have 
to determine this value .in several, steps. 

The production increases of national sectors as determined 
in the first step, require inputs from sector 7. As the v's of the 
first step are known we can calculate how much input from sector 
7 is -required- for-that . Let -us call this p7»- We further know that 
in order t:o produce additional production is needed in the 
national sectors. Therefore, in.order to get the provisional 
maximum of v-j we also have to include the deliveries of commodity 
7 necessary to increase the production volume of the national sec-
tors . 

In equations: 
II 
v? = f7 + p7 + a 7 j 7 v? + a 7 j l 6 v16 + a 7 j l 7 v17 + a 7 j l 8 v18 +a7jlg v19 



vl6
 alS,7 v7 + a16,lS.vl& + ^16,17 v17 + al5,18 V18 v a16,19 V19 

v19 ~ a19,7 V 7 j al9,16 V16 + al9,17 v17 + a19,18 v18 + al9,19 v19 

We now have five, equations with five unknowns. In the same 
way as- in step I we can determine, the income 'Created and invest-
ment needed 

The third step is to increase the production of the sector 
with rank 2 to the maximum. Let this be section 1. The procedure 
is essentially the same as in step II. There are, however, 2 
differences. 

1. We have to alow for the interindustry demand for products of 
sector 1 in step I as well as in step II. 

2. In this third step additional demand for the(products of 
sector 7 will be created. As sector 7 has a higher rank than sec-
tor 1 we should • include .this increased demand in the solution of. 
the third step. . :•;.:•„•. • . 

In equations: 
III 
V1 = fl + P1 + al,l V1 + al, 16 v16 + al,17 v17 + ai,l3 v18 + 

al,19 v19 * al,7 v7 

v16 = alS,1 V1 + a16,16 v16 + a16,17 v17 + a16,18 v18 + a16,19 v19 
,, . , :,„; 1 . . . + ai,7 V7 

v19 = al9,l V1 + a19,16 v16 * a19,17 v17 + a19,18 v18 + a19,19Vl9 
. - t . - . - ai9,7 v 7 

v7 = a7,l V1 + a7,7 v7 + a7,16.v16 + a7,17 + a7,18 v18 
+ a7,19 v19 

The y!s and the investments are found in the same way as 
before. 
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In successive steps the same procedure is carried out, until 
the target is reached and/or the available volume of investment is 
used up. If the income target is reached before the investment 
restriction is reached, our target should be increased. 

If the investment restriction is reached first, our target 
was too high. In both cases the targets should be revised and the 
exercise should be repeated until the target and the investment 
restriction are reached simultaneously. 

- By adding up the v's created in the successive steps we find 
the total increases of production per sector. Subtracting from 
the f's and c?s we get the increases in export per sector ( of 
course, this may be negative). 

III. Semi-input-output and the Balance of Payments 

The semi-input-output method states explicitly that a produc-
tion increase in one sector need not lead to an increase of pro-
duction in the other international sectors, as the required inputs 
from these sectors for the expansion of production can be imported. 
Now, if these inputs are really imported, would this not lead to 
a foreign exchange deficit? . The answer to this in the author's 
opinion is no, a project is neutral as far as the balance of pay-
ments is concerned. As an .example let us assume that we want to 
increase the gross production of sector 3 from Table I by Rs.1000. 
In order to Tmake this increase possible we, at any rate, have to 
increase the production volume of the sectors 19 and 20. Applying 
semi-input-output we obtain the necessary increases of v19 and 
v20 : 

vlg =~ .00260 x ''10007~+~~yG78I7 v" . + '.00080 v20 

v20 = .26615 X 1000 >i- .10441 v19 + .06394 v2q 

Solving for and v2q we gett 
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v-,0 = 3.06753 

v20 = 284.67046 

The import requirements are: 
18 . .. . •<•..•• 

for sector 3 : ^ 1. aj 3 v3 ' a3 3 v3 = 454*99 

for sector 19: j ig vig - a3^lg vlg = .62 

18 
for sector 20: j S aj>20 v20 " a3,20 V20 = 2 1 , 5 2 

Adding these we get as total import requirements 477.13* The to-
tal availability of products of sector 3 for final demand increases 
with 

1000 - £~a3}3 v3 + a3jlg vig a 3 } 2 0 v2QJ = 966.60 

Calculating the increases" in"value'added in the sectors "3; 19 and 
20 we find :, •},•> 

y3 = 161.87; yig = 1.82; y2Q = 237.33 

or a total increase in national income of 401.02. 

Therefore as long as the increase of national expenditure 
does not exceed the increase of national income the increase of 
domestic final demand cannot be more than 401.02. This means that 
a market has to be found for at least 565.58 worth of comodity 
3c This means that this amount has to be exported, or what has 
the same effect, should be used for import substitution. 

Therefore, as long;as the necessary additional export or . 
import substitution can be realized, the project has no influence 
on the balance of payments. The crucial question is, of course, 
1/ If table I were based on factor costs instead of on purchaser 
prices the total import requirements, plus the total increase of 
national income would be equal to the increased availability of 
products for final demand. In our example the total availability 
is greater than the sum of import requirements and additional 
income. This difference is due to the existence of indirect taxes. 
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whether this export or import substitution is feasible. This does 
not create a problem in our analysis as the Value of e in our 
model gives-us the upper limit of export (or import su.bs.titu-;-,-,. 
tion) possibilities. 

The fact that in our system projects have no balance of 
payments effect implies, of course, that an existing balance of 
payments deficit cannot be remedied by our system. As many deve-
loping countries have a severe balance of payments problem this 
might at first sight be considered a disadvantage of the semi-
input -output method. It should be realized, however, that the 

o 
basic reason for a balance of payments deficit lies in the in-
equality of investment and savings, or, to put it in other words, 
in the inequality of national expenditure and national income. 
In fact, ex post the trade, gap is equal to the savings gap [_ 10_/. 
Therefore, the correct way to tackle the balance of payments prob-
lem is by influencing savings and investment . . j: .: 

4/ This should not be misunderstood. The author does not want to 
say that the investments should be lowered. In fact, he. believes 
that a balance of payments deficit is unavoidable in the years of 
"take-off", and should be .met with foreign assistance. 
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MODIFIED INPUT OUTPUT TABLE , 1963/64 
(Rs. Million) 

I 1 T f t 

' ' 01 ' 02 ' 03 ' 0 4 

01 Agriculture, Fores- 1,335,76 -.99 - 1,143.77 253.48 
try, fishery 

02 Mining and quarrying .45 - 14.32 12.94 

03 Food, beverages, 108.42 - 116.85 7.30 
tobacco 

04 Textiles, clothing, 4.32 - 14.92 231.62 
footwear 

05 Wood, cork, furniture - - 9.84 
06 Pulp, papers, printing - - 37.04 21-.17 
07 Leather and leather 14.35 goods 
08 Rubber & rubber manu- - - - 8.77 

factures 
09 Chemicals 175.40 1.40 14.93 43.83 
10 Coal and petroleum 35.00 - 17.23 36.56 

derivatives 
11 Non-metallic mineral - - 6.44 

products 
12 Basic metal industries - - 4.54 13.48 

13 Metal goods - - 24.47 .09 
14 Non-electrical 20.80 1.06 3.01 22.33 

machinery 
15 Electrical goods -
16 Transport equipment -
17 Miscellaneous industries - - 328.60 573.99 
18 Small scale industries 62,70 1 
19 Electricity 40.00 3.14 9.24 45.69 
20 All other services 948.73 22.40 947.13 608.51 

I Total inter-industry 2,731.58 28.99 2,692.33 1,894.11 
demand (domestic) 

II Indirect taxes on 1.52 .51 55.38 29.09 
Imports 

III Indirect taxes minus 23.00 - 234-85 258.40 
subsidies __ _ _ . . 

IV Gross value added 20,298.00 165.00 576.04 905.65 
V Gross value of 23,054.10 194.50 3,558.60 3,9$7,25 

products 
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Total Imports Gross value and 
Requirements sales 

II + A 
01 23,723.96 669.86 23,054.10 

02 323.32 128.82 194.50 

03 3,812.84 254.24 3,558.60 

04 3,136.34 49.09 3,087.25 

05 120.59 57.47 63.12 

06 459.88 63.94 395.94 

07 118.52 1.76 116.76 

08 136.49 60.79 / 75.70 

09 1,085.88 387.00 698.88 

10 806.90 219.03 587.87 

11 481.11 126.73 354.38 

12 1,142.04 608.69 533.35 

13 719.14 190.30 528.84 

14 1,051.93 828.92 223.01 

15 449.79 218.90 230.89 

16 1,678.31 434.20 1,244.11 

17 2,417.71 31.71 2,386,00 

18 13,400.48 2.49 13,397.99 

19 403.98 - 403.98 

20 20,288.81 730.92 19,557.89 

75,758.02 5,064.86 70,693.16 

1,090.71 - 1,090.71 

915.10 - 915.71 

41,686.30 - 41,686.30 
1,19,450.13 - 1,19,450.13 

Sources: ]_ 5, Appendix A J 



TABLE II 

MATRIX OF TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS 

01 agriculture, forestry, fishery 
02 Mining and quarrying 
03 Food, beverages, tobacco 
04 Textile, clothing, footwear 
05 Wood, cork, furniture 
06 Pulp, papers, printing 
07 Leather and leather goods 
08 Rubber and rubber goods 
09 Chemicals 
10 Coal and petroleum derivatives 
11 Non-metallic mineral products 
12 Basic metals 
13 Metal goods 
14 Non-electrical machinery 
15 Electrical goods 
16 Transport equipment 
17 Miscellaneous 
18 Small scale industries 
19 . Electricity, gas,, water 
20 All other services 

Total inter-industry 
Indirect taxes on import 
Indirect taxes minus subsidies 
Gross value added 

Gross value of products 



TABLE II 
Page 

MATRIX OF TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS 
01 02 03 04 05 06 

01 5,794 .509 32.141 ^ 8.208 6.321 3.912 
02 .002 - .402 .418 .048 1.334 

03 . . .470 - 3.284 .236 - .129 

0 4 ,019 - .419 7.502 - .061 
05 - .276 - .235 1.126 

06 - - 1.041 .683 .190 14.136 
07 - - - .463 - -

03 - - .282 - -

09 .756 .720 .420 1.419 .602 4.137 
10 ,152 - .484 1.182 .063 3.225 
11 - .181 - - -

12 - - .128 .434 .729 .146 

13 - — ,688 - 1.172 -

14 .090 .545 .085 .722 - .755 

15 .. - - - - -

16 ... - - - - - -

17 - - 9.234 18.590 - -

18 .272 - - - -f -

19 .. .,174 1.614 .260 1.477 .253 .480 

20 4.115 11.517 26.615 19.710 65.827 29.426 

11.844 14.905 75.658 61.326 75.490 58.867 

.007 .262 1.556 .939 1.204 2.932 

.100 - 6.600 8.370 2.471 4.824 

88.045 84.833 16.187 29.334 20.833 33.376 

100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100,000 
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07 08 09 10 11 12 13 

01 3 6'.143 16.195 7.611 .121 " '• ".075 .200 

02 .351 .476 2'.918 13.787 10.873 .307 .338 
03 1.696 - 5.536 - .008 - .019 
04 '.077 .661 1.145 - 5.322 - -

05 - - .448 - .240-* .217 .601 

06 .214 - 1.581 - - - -

07 .188 - - - - - -

03 - .343 - - - -

03 6.809 4.003 5.507 .742 .827 ;452 .753 

10 .557 .568 2.006 1.347 1.589 1.539 .633 

11 - - 2.116 - 2.478 .107 .236 

12 - 1.864 ".376 1.490 34.032 22.094 

13 - 3.329 - - - 1.929 1.305 
14 - - - - 1.860 .244 -

15 - - - - - - -

15 - - - - - -

17 - - - - - - -

18 - - - -

19 '.197 1.546 3.487 '.682 1.766 1.093 .206 

20 35.106 36.433 26.979 21.239 14.761 22.561 43.232 

81.338 63'. 554 61'.198 33". 173 39.661 62'. 556 69.617 
1.953 2'. 180 2'. 109 2". 490 .841 3.066 1 .312 

'.274 4.306 3.211 40.825 14.575 ".900 1.568 

16.435 29.960 33.482 13.511 44.924 33.477 27.502 

100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 



14 15 

01 .112 .030 
02 .29.1 .082 
03 -

04 - .156 
05 .211 .771 
06 - . 

07 .193 
00 - ..• -
09 .313 1.135 
10 1.076 .407 
11 - . .784 
12 25.043 13.309 
13 .422 
14 5.708 1.750 
15 .018 11.659 
16 - . i 
17 - • -

13 - • 

19 .502 .537 
20 25.716 15.239 

59.615 45.909 
3.516 6.072 

6.553 

36.868 41.466 

100.000 100.000 

3 Page 25 Table II (Contd) 

16 17 18 19 20 

.244 70.025 69.936 - .164 

.137 .368 .043 14.731 .325 

.005 .619 - .131 

.392 .230 - .008 
.027 .125 - - .313 

.042 - - .302 

.314 .027 .145 - .116 

.125 1..266 .411 .030 .636 

.344 .432 .163 4.312 -.416 
.005- .007 - 2.102 

2.271 .539 .100 - 1.024 
4.863 .021 .101 .433 1.413 
1.963 .182 .026 .136 .198 
.507 - - .498 .345 

19.461 - - - .142 
1.439 2.266 

6.253 
.368 .231 .186 7.317 .080 

45.629 15.279 7.567 10.441 6.394 

76.858 90.423 83.058 38.403 14.164 
5.403 .456 .595 .i 2.342 .864 
.153 .475 - .448 - .077 

17.580 8.643 11.796 "\ 53.255 33.371 

\ » 

100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000 
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TABLE III 

Direct capital coefficients used in the example 

01 Agriculture, forestry, fishing 
02 Mining, quarrying 
03 Food, beverage,"tobacco industry 
04 Textiles, clothing, footwear industry 
05 Wood and cork, furniture industry 
06 Pulp and paper, printing and publishing 
07 Leather and leather manufactures 
08 Rubber and rubber manufactures 
09 Chemical industries 
10 Coal and petroleum derivatives 
11 Non metallic mineral products 
12 Basic metal industries 
13 Metal goods industries 
14 Non electrical machinery 
15 Electrical goods manufacturing u 

16 Transport equipment 
17 Miscellaneous industries 
18 Small scale industries 
19 Electricity, gas water •-
20 All other services 

1.75* 1) 
1.57 3) 
1.85 4) 
2.11- 4) 
1.31 4) 
1.00 5) 
1.40 4) 
1.37 4) 
2.42- 4) 
2.13 4) 
1.29- 4) 
5.71 4) 
7.50 • 4) 

2.65- 4) 
1.80 4) 
.70- 2) 

2.30 1) 
.84. 3) 

6.17- 2) 
4.00 2) 

Sources: 1) j_ l J • 

2) r e j-

3> L 3 J 

4) _ _ 
[_2J This study gives capital coefficients per 
unit of output. For our purpose we transformed these 
in capital coefficients per unit of value added. 

5) Our estimate. 
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TABLE . IV 

Total Capital Coefficients 

01 Agriculture, forestry, fishing 1.85 
02 Mining, quarrying 1.88 
03 Food, beverage, tobacco industry 3.14 
04 Textiles, clothing, footwear industry 4.11 
05 Wood and cork, furniture industry 3.30 
06 Pulp and paper, printing and publishing 2.34 
07 Leather and leather manufactures 3.11 
08 Rubber and rubber manufactures 2.80 
09 Chemical industries 3.19 
10 Coal and petroleum derivatives 6.08 
11 Monometallic mineral products 1.99 
12 Basic metal industries 5.08 
13 Metal goods industries 5.46 
14 Non-electrical machinery 3.18 
15 Electrical goods manufacturing 2.66 
16 Transport equipment 3.02 
17 Miscellaneous industries 3.36 
18 Small scale industries 2.02 
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TABLE V 

Ranking of Capital Coefficients 

16 I Transport equipment 1 8 
18 Small scale industries 2 4 
06 Pulp and paper, printing and publ. 3 5 
11 Non-metallic mineral products 4 3 
05 Wood and cork, furniture industries 5 13 
08 Rubber and rubber manufactures 6 7 
07 Leather and leather manufactures 7 9 
02 Mining, quarrying 8 2 
01 Agriculture 9 1 
15 Electrical goods manufacturing 10 6 
03 Food, beverages, tobacco industry 11 10 
04 Textiles, clothing, footwear industry 12 15 
10 Coal and petroleum derivatives 13 18 

17 Miscellaneous industries 14 14 
09 Chemical industries 15 12 
14 Non-electrical machinery 16 11 
12 Basic metal industries 17 16 
13 Metal goods industries 18 17 



Appendix 

Qualifications which, make the input-output table suited for 
the application of semi-input-output. 

1. The input-output table should be on the basis of factor 
cost, rather than on the basis of purchaser prices. 

2. The sectors should be homogenous. 
3. Import should be treated as competitive. 
4. The table should be based on international prices, except in 

those cases where there is clear evidence that the world 
market prices do not reflect equilibrium prices. 

5. The technical coefficients should be the marginal rather 
than the average coefficients. 

Necessary qualifications of capital coefficients. 

1. We need incremental capital coefficients on the basis of 
value added. 

2. The. capital coefficients should be relatively stable. 
3. The capital coefficients should take into account the 

shadow price for foreign exchange. This means that the 
capital coefficient: to be used is the one defined on page .1 
10. 
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